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atmospheric general circulation model. 48
BODY TEXT 49
The software infrastructure that underlies Earth system models includes workhorse utilities as 50 well as libraries generated by research efforts in computer science, mathematics, and 51 computational physics. The utilities cover tasks like time management and error handling, while 52 research-driven libraries include areas such as high performance I/O, algorithms for grid 53 remapping, and programming tools for optimizing software on emerging computer architectures. represented using ESMF_Fields, which are contained in import and export ESMF_State 137 objects in order to be passed between components. ESMF defines three standard methods: 138 initialize, run, and finalize, which can have multiple phases; however, there are no requirements 139 on how these methods should behave. Since ESMF data structures can often reference native 140 model data structures and ESMF methods can invoke model methods without introducing 141 significant performance overhead, the software can serve either as a primary infrastructure or as 142 a wrapper around components in existing coupled models. 143 ESMF provides interfaces and data structures with few constraints about how to use them. This 144 flexibility enabled it to be adopted by many modeling systems, 2 but limited the interoperability 145 across these systems. To address this issue, the NUOPC consortium developed a set of coupling 146 conventions and generic representations of modeling system elements -drivers, models, 147 connectors, and mediators -called the NUOPC Layer (see 148 http://www.earthsystemcog.org/projects/nuopc/). NUOPC drivers and models can be 149 understood in the usual way; connectors handle simple data transformations and transfers, and 150 mediators implement field merges and custom coupling code. Table 1 summarizes NUOPC  151 generic components and their roles. In some cases, the generic components may be used without 152 modification; in others, user code is added at clear specialization points. Calls to NUOPC 153 methods mainly relate to component creation and sequencing, and may be mixed with calls to 154
The NUOPC Layer enables multi-component systems, including hierarchies and ensembles, to 156 be assembled using pre-fabricated code. Figure 1 is 
ADAPTING MODELS FOR ESPS 266
In this section, we describe the approach to adapting different sorts of codes for ESPS. We look 267
at implementation of single model components, wholly new coupled systems, and existing 268 coupled systems. 269
The realities of implementation required adjustments to some goals and strategies. When NUOPC Layer implementation began in ModelE, the degree of coarse-grained 343 modularization was sufficiently complete that the ModelE atmosphere could be run with four 344 different ocean models (data, mixed-layer, and two dynamic versions), and the two dynamic 345 oceans could both be run with a data atmosphere. At this time, atmosphere and mixed layer 346 ocean models are wrapped as NUOPC components, and can be driven using a NUOPC driver. The use of ESMF and NUOPC infrastructure at modeling and data centers follows several 370 patterns. The NUOPC Layer allows software components representing major physical realms to 371 be leveraged across agencies; the underlying ESMF architecture wraps and organizes a diversity 372 of components, both large and small; and ESMF grid remapping and other libraries are used 373 extensively with coupled modeling systems and in other contexts such as data visualization. 374
• Navy NavGEM--HYCOM--CICE: The NavGEM-HYCOM-CICE modeling system, coupled 375 using NUOPC Layer infrastructure, is being used for research at the Naval Research 376
Laboratory. An initial study, using just NavGEM and HYCOM, examined the onset of a The continued incorporation of additional processes into models, the desire for more seamless 510 prediction across temporal scales, and the demand for more information about the local impacts 511 of climate change are some of the motivations for linking frameworks from multiple disciplines. 512
The NSF-funded Earth System Bridge project is building converters that will enable NUOPC 513 codes to be run within the Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS), which 514 contains many smaller models representing local surface processes, and CSDMS codes to be run 515 within ESMF. The ESMF infrastructure is also being used to develop web service coupling 516 approaches in order to link weather and climate models to frameworks that deliver local and 517 regional information products (Goodall et al. 2013) . guarantee that all components of the same type, for 615 instance all NUOPC-wrapped atmosphere models, 616 will be scientifically viable in a given coupled 617 modeling system. A simple example of scientific 618 incompatibility is one in which the exported fields 619 available do not match the imported fields needed for a component to run. Other 620 incompatibilities can originate in how the scope of the component is defined (i.e., which physical 621 processes are included), and in assumptions about how the component will interact with other 622 components.
5 For example, some modeling systems implement an implicit interaction between 623 component can adapt to a range of configurations and architectures is determined as well by 625 whether scientific contingencies are built into it by the developer. The components in the ESPS 626 are limited to major physical domains since many of the models in this category, such as CAM, 627 CICE, and HYCOM have been built with the scientific flexibility needed to operate in multiple 628 modeling systems and coupling configurations. 629
